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ABSTRACT : Ranked set samplir,g is a sampl:ng teclınique that provides substantial cost efficiency in
experiments where a quick. inexpeıısıve ranking procedure is availa.ble lo rank the ımits prior to formal,
expensive and precise measuremems. Although tbe theoretical properties and relative effıciencies of this
approach with respect to simple random smnpling have beenextensively studied in the literature for the infınite

population sening, the use of ranked set sampling methods has not yet been explored widely for fınite

populalions. The purpose of this study is to use a sheep population data to demonstrate: the praetieal benefıts of
ranked set sampling procedures relatwe to the rnore eommonly used simple random sampling estimalion of the
populalion varianee in a finite pop'Jlatioıı. lt is shown that the ranked set sample varianee estimators are
oobiased only with use of the fınite population eorreetion faetor. The varianee estimatots provide substantial
improvement over i1s simple random sample coooterpart.

Keywords: Concornitant variable, sampling design, judgment rsnking, fınite population correction, ranked set
sampling

ÖZET: Sıralı küme örneklernesi birimlerin, maliyeti dUşUk basıt bir yöntemle sıralanmasından sonra maliyeti
yüksek gerçek ölçtimlerin alınmasına dayanan maL.iyet indirgeyici bir örnekleme yöntemidir. Bu yaklaşımın

teorik özellikleri ve basit şans örneklemesine göre nisbı etkinligi sonsuz populasyon durumunda literatürde
yogun olarak çalışılmış olmakla birlikte sonlu populasyon durumunda sıralı kUIDe örneklernesi yöntemlerinin
kullanılması henüz yeterince araştırılmamıştır. Bu çalışmanın amacı bir koyun populasyonuna ait verileri
kullanarak sıralı küme örneklernesi prosedUrlerinin bir sonlu popopulasyon için populasyon varyansını

tahminde genellikle kullanılan basit şans örneklemesine göre sagladıgı kazançları göstennektir. Sıralı kUme
örneklernesi varyans tahmineilerinin ancak sonlu populasyon düzeltIlle faktörü ile kullanıldığında sapmasız

olabileceği gösterilmiştir. Bu varyans tahmineileri basjt şans ömekleınesi varyans tahmineısiııe karşı bUyük
başarı sag:lamışlardır.

Anahtar kelimeler: örnekleme, sonlıı populasyon, sıralı küme örneklernesi

INTRODUCTION
In many situations, researchers face a dilemma

about whether they should require time-consuming,
expensive, preeise measurements or aceept quick,
inexpensive, less precise observations Less precise
observations are preferable if the cost of measurement is
very high, wrule preeisp. measurements are id.eal if the
sanıpling eost is not a lirniting fador for the experiınE:nL

on the other hand, statistical analyses of the imprecise
observations require strong measurement error modeling
assumptions about the relationship between the prccise
measurements and the imprecise observalions. A balance
can be s1ruek between these two ex1renıes that require
minimal modeling assumptions (almost none) and
provides substantial reduction in saropling east. This
balaneed s1rategy uses both inexpensive observations
and expensive measurements, but the inexpensive
observations on a large number of individuals (or

experimp.nta1 ooits) detennine which smailer nwnber of
expensive measurements should be eol1eeted. Ranked set
sanıpling provides a colleetion of techniques with
detailed plans for how to collect and analyze these
inexpensive observations and expensive measurements.
Berore co]]eeting eostly, expensive measuremenls,
ranked set sampling suggests using an initial sample to
rank the sampling units either visual1y or by any other
means that does not require full measurement of ooits.
This ranking infannation (inexpp.nsive, less precise
observations) lS used to ereate an artifieial stratification
so tha't homogeneous ooits can be grouped within each
stratum. Since this stratum infoımation is acquired
without full measurement of the t,ınits, it does not
substantiaIty inerease the sampling eost. On the other
hand, homogeneous observations in each strata, the
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variation in the sample and pennits the use of asmaller
sample size for the experiment.

The standard ranked set sampIing procedure
involves randomly selecting m sets, each r.aving nı units,
from the population. The units in each set are then
judgment ranleed either visually or witlı the help of
inexpensive and imprecise measurements ,on these unils.
Then the full and more expensive measurcment is
obtained for the i-th ranked unit from set i, i="ı, ... ,m.
These quanhfied measurement constitute c. cycle and the
m judgment classes in this cycle, only m of r.hem are
fully measured. The other m(m-l) units are used to create
artificial strata (judgment elasses) on the basis Qr
rankings from the inexpensive, imprecise observations.

Melntyre (1952) was the first author to use a ranked
set sampling pıocedure to reduce the sanıpling cost for
assessİng yields of pasture plots without actually moving
and weighing the hay for a large number of plots. The
statistical theory for estimating the population mean was
developed by Takahasi and Wakimoto (1968), tmder the
assumption of perfect j udgment ranking. Deli and Clutter
(1972) considered the iınperfect ranking situation and
coneluded that estimation of the mean is unbiased,
regardless of the errors in ranking. Stokes (1977)
discussed the use of a com:omitant variable for ranking
the experimental units to estiınate the populatıon mean
and coneluded that the amount of increase in the
precision of the estimator depends on the correlatinn
between the concomitant and fully measun:d variables.

Stokes (1980) suggested an estimator for populatiorı

variance in ranked set sampling and showed that the
estimator is asymptotiçally unbiased eyen in the
presence of errors in ranklng. Further improvements
were proposed to Stokes estİmator when the underIying
distribution is nonnal and in the case of perfect ranJk:ing
by Sinha et aL. (1996) and Yu et aı' (1999). MacEacllıerrı

et aL., (2002) developed an unbiased estimator of the
variance of a population based on ranked set saımple and
showed that their estirnator performs eyen better than
Stokes for sman sample sizes.

Because of the cost-efficient nature of r~.nked set
sampling, there has been wide interest ov{:r the last three
decades in applying it to a broad range of research in
science, in general, and euvirormıental and ecologicaJ
research, in particular. A representatiye slice of this
literature follows: Patil et aL., (1994), Kaur et aL., (1995)
and Patil et aL., (1999) provided historical background
and perspective for ranked set sampling. Martin et al..
(1980) applied ranked set sampling to estimating shrul'
phytomass in Appalachian oak forests. Cobby et aı"

(I 985) used ranked set samphng to estimate mass
herbage in a paddock. Stokes and Sager (1988) discussed
the benefits of ranked set sampımg in estimating tree
volume in a forest. Mode et aL., (1999) and Banıı~n

(1999) discussed conditions under which ranked set
sampling is ii cost-effective sampling method for
estimation of the population mean from ecological an.d
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envlronmental field studies. AI-Saleh and AI-Shrafat
(200 i) assesse:d effectiveness of ranleed set sampling by
an application to average milk yidd in sheep.

Since McIntyre's 1952 paper on ranked set
sampling, the majority of research has concentrated on
sampling from infmite popuJatiom.. Takahasİ and
Futatsuya (I 988) were the first to gİye a fonnula for the
variance of the ranked set sample m~~an in the context of
a general covariance structure in the finite population
setting. They later (Takahasİ and Futatsuya, 1988)
showed that the ranked set sample estimator of the
population mean İs more precise than the simple randam
sample estim2ltor. Patil et aL, (1995) derived explicit
expressioos for the variance and the relative precision of
the ranked set sample mcan in afinite population setting.
They coneluded that for a given size n when sampling
from an infiııite population the relative precision
depends onlyon the set size m. hı contrast, when
sampling from a finlte population without replacement
the relative precision depends on the number of cycles
(r) as well as the set size m.

Raı:ıked set sampIing İs an appealing sampIing
technique to maintain an affordable management
strategy for farın animals, such as sheep, cattle and cows,
where certaİn variables (such as milk, meat and wool
yields) are measured at regular time intervals over the
life span of the animals in order to monitor their growth
and to devise a reasonable strat'~gy to maintain a
progressive iınprovement in the population. In the:>e
experiments, precise measurements of the traits are time
con.summg and labor ıntensive due to the size and
physical behavior of the anima1s. On the other hand,
easy to measure variables that provide cheap and
inexpensive oh,ervations are often available for use in
the cemtext of raııleed set sampling methodology. This
paper investigates the estimat.ion of the population
variance for a fınite sheep population using simulation.
Section 2 describes the data set and provides background
infornıntion about the population. Section 3 introduces
the methodology used in this study. lt is shown that
ranked set sample variance estimators are not unbiased
without the use of a finite population correetion faetor.
Section 4 outlines the sampling protocol to perfonn the
simulation and Section 5 discusses the simulation results.
Finally, Section 6 pıovides some conCıuding rernarks.

DATA SET
The data set in this study comains the weights of

224 sheep at the Research Farrn of Ataturk University,
Erzurum. We used the dam's weight at mating or birth
weight as a single concomitant variable for weight of the
sheep at seventb months.

The freque:ncy distributiQns of the dam's weight at
mating, birth weight and seventh-moııtlı weight of the
sheep population are all approximateıy synunetric. The
correlation coefficients between the seventh-month
weight and birth weight and the seventh-month weight



and dam's weight at IDating are 0.'79 and 0.43
respectively. The magnitudes of these correlatian
coefficients indicate that these variables can successfuııy

be used to rank the sheep at theır seventh months before
the actual weighing process. in the next sectian CL

simulation study shows that the efficiency of the ranked
set sampling procedure for a finite population is an
increasing function of the magnitude of the carrelatian
coefficient between the concomitant and fuUy measured
response variable just as in the infinite populatjon
setting. Even though our simulation study involves
positive correlations, similar results hClld fcır strATIf:
negatiye correlations as wel.1.

METHODS
The intent of this study is to show the potentıa:.

improvement over simple randam samphng from using
ranked set sampling in estimation of the population
variance. Throughout the simulation study, we treat the
N = 224 sheep in the sheep data set as the populatİon.

Let X be the randam variable representing the seventh..

month weight of the sheep and let Q = {xı ,...x N }

denote the set of values for the random variable X on this
finite population. For this population the .. ariance is cl ;.
15,140 kg2. Throughout the study, all samples are taken
without replacement.

Let Xı, ... , Xn be a siınple random sample (withom
replaceınent) of size n for the random variable X. Th~:

simple random estirnates of the population variance, cl,
are given by the sampLe variance sı. This estimator is
unbiased for the population variance (cl).

A ranked set sample from a finite population is
obtained in a faslıian sunilar to a ranked set sample irom

an infinite population. First, m 2 x r units are selectcd at

random without replacement. Then these m 2 x r unit~~
are divided into r cycles and the units in each cycle are
divided into nı sets each having m unit~.. The units in
each set are subsequent1y judgnıent ranke,j based on On(:

of the concomitant variables, dam's weight at mating or
birth weight. Then the full and rnı)re expensive
measurernent of the seventh-month weight that
corresponds to the concornltant variable is obtained for
the i-th ranked unit from set i in cycle j,

X(i:m li; i =1,..., m;j =1,... ,r, with possible ermrs

in ranking depending on 1be accuracy of the judgment
process. The square bracket in this notatiCln indicate:; the
possible judgrnent ranking error due to imprecis(:
observations. In order to have equal sample sizes fOT

both simple and ranked set samples, we let n = r >: m.
For this setting, even though the sets are disjoint, the
judgment order statistics are not independent; in fact,
theyare negatively correlated (see, for example,
equation 3_9 and 4.4 in Pati! et aL, ı 995), which provides
further improvement over ranked set sa.mple from an
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equally diffused infinite population. Unfortunately, this

negatiye correlation between the X[i:mli 's alsa leads to

a mare complic:ated ranked set sample statistical analysis
than is the case for an infinite population.

Far estimate of the population variance, we use two
different nonparametric estimators. The firs estimator,
due to Stokes (1980), is

in r
~2 1 ~ ~ - 2
O's =--LtLt(X[i:mv --XRSS ) .

II -1 i=1 )=1

This estimator, even in an infinite population setting, is
not unbiaısed for cl for a finite cycle size r, On the other
hand, it is asymptoticaJ1y (either r -+ ro or m -+ co)
unbiased, and is at least as efficient as the saınple

varlıınce from a simple random sample in an infinite
populatian setting.

Recently, MacEachem et aL., (2002) proposed
an estimator that is unbiased for cl and at least as
efficient as the Stokes variance estimator for any r > 1
and m in the infmite population setting. Their estimator
is given by

ı in nı ,. r

~ =-i:m2r2 LLI,oıf;fr(X[I:nı1i '_X[t:mjK)2

ı m r r

+ 2m:!r(r -1) ~~B(X[i:mll- X[/:mjK)2

There is a c1ear difference between <7; and <7~ in the

way that they treat the observations. The Stokes
estimatar treats each observation the same regardless of
which judgment class it comes from. On the other hand,
~2 .
o'M combınes between-and within-c1ass variations in a

!inear fashion by giving ll. slightly higher weight to
within-class terms.

. ~2 ~.,

The propertıes o's and 0'11t have not yet been

studied in the literature for the finite populatİon setting.
The fol1owing theorem shows that neither of these

estirnators is ımbiased for o'
2 in this setting, but bias in

<7t can be removed by use of a simple correction factor.

Theorem 1 Let X(i:ml.ıJ=l,... ,m;}=l,... ,rbe a

ranked set sample (without replacement) from a fınite

population of size N, having mean 1-1. and variance if.
Then

E(B;)=a 2 [mrN -(N-ı)]
(mr - I)(N - ı)

1 [m "']+ ( -1) L(,u~i:mJ - ,u)
2

+ LO'ii:m
m mr i=l /=1

and
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and

where

SIMULATION RESULTS
There are two main features that need to be

diseussed. The fırst feature is that the Stokes estirnator
has a substantial bias, especially for small cycle sizes.
These bia:;es are shown in Figure I. In these panels each
line represents the bias of Sıakes variance estimator for
the stated set sizes. it is eleaı' that the biases shrink with
mcreased cyde size, which confinns the findings in
Stokes (1980) and MacEachern et aL, (2002). For

1
500000
,,(~ -;;'2 )2

-4-9-Q-99-9 f:.ı M,i -aM '

for each samp(e size, set size and eoncomitant variable
combinatian in the ranked set samplingo

To assess the effectiveness of the varianee
estimators wc estimated the bias, whieh is the average
difference between the value of the estimator at each
Üeration and the population parameter. Estimated biases
of simp1e randam sample and McEachern-Ozturk
Wolfe-Slark estiruators were practical1y zero as expected
and theyare not reported in this artiele. The biases of
Stokes estimator is discussed in Section 5 for seleeted
values of simulation specification combinations. In
addition, we alsa estimated the precisions of the variance
estimators by

500000
~(S2)=_1_ ~ (Sf _ "[;2).2

49Q999 {:ı ı ,

- 1 50çoOO
MSE (fls)=-- L (fls,i _(L)2

49$99 i=1

1 500,000 2
-- L Si,

500,000 İ=l

1 500,000
" ~2

500000 Lı CYM,i'
, i=l

Since the Stokes estirnator is not unbiased for the
populatian variance, its precision is evaluated in terms of
its mean squared error. The estimated relative precisian
is then expresst:d

SIMULATION SPECIFICATIONS
In the simulation, overall sampk size;:; of n '" 4(2)30

are used to compare the preeision of ranked set saınple

with that of simple randam samp1e. All samples are
taken without replacemeni. For given overaıı sample size
n, the proper set sizes ofm = 2(1)10 are ıısed so that the
cyele size r is an integer. Ranking is performed on the
basis of concomitant variables birth weight or dam'ıi

weight at rnating.
Simple and rank.ed set samples are generated

without replaeement, as described in Section 3. In each
replication, sı is computed for the simple randam

~2 A2 'f, ranksamples, and aS and CYM are computec. or the eel

set samples. The simulation size is taken to be 500,000
for each sample size in the simple randorr sampling, anel

E( -2 ) _ ---.!'!- 2aM - a ,
N-I

whcre

CYii:m =COV(X[i:m),X[i:m2p and

,u[i:m] = EX[i:m}j·
The bias of the Stokes varianee estiruator is

substantial and depends on the other population
eharaeteristics, such as means and covariances. When
either the number of cyeles r or set size m goes to

--2
infinity, the expected value of CTS reduces to

a 2 N /(N -1), which still needs a correction f;~ctor

(N -1)/ N for a finile population. The new Stokes

estimator, with the corrcction factor, is

~2 N-1_2
aS =--as·

N
However, when N is large, the Stoke.s estirnator İ:i

Wlbiased for either large cycle or set size, just as for the
infinite populatian results in Stokes (1980 i.

The variance estimator, ci1,o'lferestimates th<~
population variance in the finite population setıing.

However, the amount of bias is substantiaIly smailer
than that for the Stokes estirnator. This bias does not
depend on the cycle size, set or other populatian
characteristics, such as the mean and coyariances. Thu~

it can be corrected easily. in the finite population setting
we propose to use

~2 N-1_2
CYM =NCYM

as an unbiased estirnator for the populatian varianee

cy
2 . Analytic computations of the variances of these

estimators are complicated due to the negative
correlabons. Thus, we assess their relative precision in tl

simulation study from afinite population.
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example in the first panel, the bias of a~ is 2.926 when

n = 4, m = 4 and r = 1, and it reduces to 0.329 when n =

28, m = 2, r = 14. Anatlıer observation regarding Ibe
Stokes estimator is that the amount of bias is related to
the magnitude of the cOlTelation coefficient between the
concomitant and fully measured random variables. The
weaker correlation reduces the biases since in this casç
the ranked set sample is closer to the ,impk randum
sample for which the sample variance is unbiased (see
panels 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 1).

The simulation study also revealed that the variance
estimator of MacEachem et aL. (2002) is unbiased as
long as the number of cycles r is greater than 1. When
the cycıe size r=l the MacEachem-Ozturk-Wolfe-Stark
estimator underestimates the population variance. The
reason is that, in this case, within-class variation is not
estimable due to lack of replications. The estimator

CT~f estimates only betweerı-elass variation, which is

smaller than the true population yanance. These results
are cOHsistent with the conclusion ofTheorem 1.
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Figure ı. Bias of Slokes variance esLİmator.
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The second feature of the estirnators ıhat needs 1:0 be
discussed is their precision. Figure 2 presemt" the relativ'~

precision of variance estirnator. The first i"ow in Figure 2
is the relative preeision of simple random sample
variance estirnator wit.h respect to Stokes variance
estirnator (RP!). The second and third rows are the RP2
and RP3, respectİvely. Each line in all these panels a.gaiıı

represents the relative precisions for given values of .set
sizes. The panels in the fırst row show that the Stoke"
estirnator performs poorly for small cycle sizes. !ts
relative precision with respect to the simpk random
sarnple variance estimator is less than 1 for smail cyck
sizes. This is due in small part to bias of Stoke;;
estimator. On the othcr hand, when the cycle the sizc;>
increase it performs favorably relative to simple randam
sample variance estirnator.

The MacEachem-Ozturk-Wolfe·-Stark variance
estimator outperforens both the simple randam saınple

and Stokes '{arianee estirnators. Its relative precision
with resıpect to that of the simple random saınple and
Stalkes variance estimators. lls relative precisian with
respeet to that of the simple random sample variance
estimator increases with set size. The relative precision
(PR2) in row 2 in Figure 2 varİes between 1.168 (when
m~2, n=4 and eorrelation~l.O) and 1.891 (when m=8,
n~2.4 and eorrelation~ı). Anather factor that affeets the

performance of the Ô"ı is the correlation between the

concomıtant and fully measured variables. Weaker
conelation reduces the precision as expected (second
ro\\-, panels 2. and 3 in Figure 2).
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The third row of Figure 2 shows that the Stoke:>
estirnator performs poorly with respect to the
MacEachern-Ozturk-Wolfe-Sfark variaııce estimator,
especial1y for small cycıe sizes and mCJderate-to-large
correlations between the concomitant and response
variables. On the other hand, tbe difference between the
properties of these two estimators lessens, as the cycıe

size gets larger since theyare asymptotically equivalent
For example, the precision (RP3) of the MacEachem·
Ozturk-Wolfe-Stark variance estiınator relative to Stokes
esti:mator is as big as 1.332 when n=4, m=2, r=2 and
reduces to 1.002 when 71=30, m""2, r=15 for the perfect
rankings in the fırst panel in row three of figure 2.
Similar observations can be made for panels 2 and :3 for
less than perfect correlations between the concomitant
and response measurements.

CONCLUSIONS
Theory clearly states that balanced ranked set

sampling provides unbiased estimators for the population
variance with standard deviations that ,ıre at least a:;
smail as those of the corresponding ~;imple random
sample estirnator in an infinite poplı.lation settirıg,

Furthermore, this is true whether the judgınent ranking is
perfect or not, which indicates that nothing is lost if we
use ranked set sampling where it is applicable. In the
worst case, which happens with random judgment, they
will be equivalent to the simple random saınple

estirnators. The empiricat study of this research
demonstrates that the unbiasednees and gain in precision
for the population variance estimator rernain valid in ıl

fınite population serting as well.
The two variance estimators require finite

population correction factors; however, these eOITedion
factors are both asymptotica1ty equal to one as the
population size gets large. it is shown thcoretically, and
confırmed empirically, that the Stokes variance estimatoc
is substantially biased for smail cycıe sizes and needs a
fınite population correction factor. This correction factor
for small cycle and set sizes depends on population
characteristics, such as the mean and covariances, a~;

well as the cycle, set and population sizes, However, it
reduces to eN -1)/ N is unbiased for ar,y set size ma:;

long as the cycle size r is greater than I.
The results of this research show that, in the case of

fınite population where rdatively accurate ranking of
sample units can be accomplished easily and
inexpensively compared to the cost of full quantifıcation,

balanced ranked set samp1e can be used to reduce the
sarnple sizes to achieve adesired precision for the
estiınator of the population variance as well as the
population mean. We believe that thi~: is especially
important in agricultural experiment> where the

Ö.C.Bilgin, Ö.öztürk, D.A.Wolfe

population is usually fınite and the measurement process
is either time consuming or expensive by nature of the
study. We hope that agricuJ.tural science researches wiU
adopt this promising technique as a powertul addition to
their repertoire of sampling strategies.
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